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TAKE CENTER STAGE: THE WRITER’S JOURNEY 
Promote Your Story, Book, or Learn How to Get Started in Writing and Telling Your Story  

July 29th – 31st, 2021 
  
LAS VEGAS, NV (July, 2021) — Is it time for you to Take Center Stage?  The power and value of 
the content is in your story to impact others.  Writers and aspiring writers alike, have until June 
15th to take advantage of the early bird registration for this historic event. Take Center Stage: The 
Writer’s Journey will be one of the first large events of its kind post Covid that will take place in 
Las Vegas, NV.  
  
In collaboration with the Action on Film Mega Festival and presented by Jim T. Chong of Elite 
Publications and Catapult Multimedia Publishing of Wok Star, LLC, Take Center Stage is 
uniquely poised to help writers at any point in their journey. “Take Center Stage is a must-attend! 
Our goal is to inspire the writer in you and give you the tools you need to launch your book and monetize 
your message,” said Chong. 
 
Time, doubts, or lack of direction are merely some of the blocks holding writers back from 
putting their words on paper and sending the finished manuscript to a publisher. Take Center 
Stage: The Writer’s Journey is the premier writer’s event of 2021 that will give writers the nudge 
they need at every stage of the process.  
  
ABOUT - Take Center Stage: The Writer’s Journey 
Take Center Stage: The Writer's Journey is a series of upcoming events designed to help 
inspiring and seasoned authors take full advantage of platforms and resources that are available 
to them to assist them in telling their story.  The original concept is created and developed by Jim 
T. Chong the "Wok Star" and will be launched along with Grand Master Jessie Bowen through 
Elite Publications and Catapult Multimedia Publication to help writers develop, publish, and 
monetize their publications. 



### 
  

For more information about this event, please visit our primary event websites at 
http://www.TakeCenterStageWritersJourney.com/ and http://www.ActionOnFilmFest.com . 
Also, check out our collaborative event at the AOF Mega Festival by Grand Master Jessie Bowen 
at http://www.WhosWhoInTheMartialArts.com 
 


